Collagen fibril organization within rat vertebral bone modified with metastatic involvement.
Metastatic involvement diminishes the mechanical integrity of vertebral bone, however its specific impact on the structural characteristics of a primary constituent of bone tissue, the collagen-I fibril matrix, has not been adequately characterized. Female athymic rats were inoculated with HeLa or Ace-1 cancer cells lines producing osteolytic or mixed (osteolytic & osteoblastic) metastases respectively. A maximum of 21days was allowed between inoculation and rat sacrifice for vertebrae extraction. Linear polarization-in, polarization-out (PIPO) second harmonic generation (SHG) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging was utilized to assess the impact of metastatic involvement on collagen fibril organization. Increased observations of deviations in the typical plywood motif or a parallel packing structure and an increased average measured susceptibility ratio (related to relative degree of in-plane vs. out-plane fibrils in the analyzed tissue area) in bone adjacent to metastatic involvement was indicative of change in fibrilar organization compared to healthy controls. In particular, collagen-I fibrils in tumour-induced osteoblastic bone growth showed no adherence to the plywood motif or parallel packing structure seen in healthy lamellar bone, exhibiting a much higher susceptibility ratio and degree of fibril disorder. Negative correlations were established between measured susceptibility ratios and the hardness and modulus of metastatic bone tissue assessed in a previous study. Characterizing modifications in tissue level properties is key in defining bone quality in the presence of metastatic disease and their potential impact on material behaviour.